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Abstract— World Wide Web is the useful and easy way to get the source of information on the Internet. In order to reduce the 

content generation and publishing time, templates are used to populate the contents in web documents. Template provides easy 

access to the web document contents through their layout and structures. However, for search engines, due to its irrelevant 

terms, the templates degrade search engines accuracy and performance. Also the templates are used by wrapper induction tools 

used in information extractor to extract and integrate information from various E-commerce sites. Thus it has received a lot of 

attention to improve the search engines performance and content integration. In this paper we have discussed how 

heterogeneous web documents i.e. web documents generated from different templates, can be clustered. We have applied 

document similarity measures to cluster the heterogeneous web documents generated from templates. Our experimental results 

on real data sets show that cosine distance similarity measure is more suitable for template based clustering of heterogeneous 

web documents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

World Wide Web (WWW) is widely popular in publishing 

information on the Web. However designing the rich and 

informative web documents is time consuming task. 

Nowadays Content Management Systems (CMS) are used to 

design web documents. Accordingly, large number of 

websites are designed using open source CMS tools such as 

Joomla, blog environments tools such WordPress.CMS 

systems make use of templates. Templates are document 

layout structures with empty slots, which are filled with 

contents from databases. Template generated web documents 

share common structure and is uniform in look and feel as 

shown in Fig.1. Templates help readers in easy assessing of 

information through their consistent structures but for search 

engines, due to its irrelevant information, templates are 

harmful as they degrade their accuracy and performance. 

Templates have received lot of attention in field of web 

content mining and information extraction. Its removal 

improves the performance of search engines, it is used in 

data integration in price comparison sites and so on [10],[1], 

[11], [12], [6],[13]. Wrappers use templates to extract the 

contents from web documents through the following steps 1) 

First all the web documents are clustered based on templates 

i.e webpages in a cluster are deemed to be generated from 

same templates. 2) Wrapper induction tools learn the 

underlying template structure from documents in the cluster. 

3) From the web documents in a cluster except template part, 

relevant contents are extracted. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Two different Template with similar URL 

 

 

The problem of template based web documents clustering 

has been studied [10], [14], [10], [15]. Methods [11], [16] 

suggest that web pages having common URL constituents 

are generated from same template. However, from Fig. 2, it 

is observed that given the two web documents look different. 

In this case, their URLs are identical but the value of a layout 

parameter is different. If only URLs are used to cluster web 

documents then these pages will be included in the same 

cluster though they are from the different templates. 
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Fig. 1. Two Webpages with same Template 

 

Lot of work in template detection and extraction 

through clustering has been done but they address the 

problem of detection and extraction for only web documents 

belonging to same website or same webpage. This is termed 

as homogeneous case. Our solution addresses the issue of 

identifying template class of heterogeneous WebPages 

through clustering of heterogeneous web documents i.e. web 

documents belonging to different websites. Our system 

clusters heterogeneous web documents in such a way that 

web documents sharing same template becomes a part of 

same cluster. 

In this paper we investigate the problem of template 

based clustering of heterogeneous web documents and show 

how structural similarity based clustering techniques can be 

used to cluster the heterogeneous web documents generated 

from different templates. In this paper we discuss different 

distance measures that can be used to reflect template based 

similarities. The distance measures are applied and evaluated 

from computational costs and accuracy parameters. The 

evaluation is based on a 40 large web documents taken from 

4 different templates. The system under consideration is a 

part of research where we plan to make the current system 

more scalable and efficient in running time using Locality 

Sensitive Hashing Technique. 

 

In Section II we present an overview of related 

works in the field of structural similarity based web 

documents clustering. In Section III we describe various 

document similarity measuring techniques and 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm (AHCA), 

In Section IV Experimental Results are presented. Section V 

concludes our research findings. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Problem of template based clustering of web documents has 

been explored by many researchers for more than a decade. 

Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan[1] were the first to address the 

problem of template identification in 2002. They proposed 

template detection algorithm by detecting recurrent webpage 

segments which are sub-document elements in a set of 

webpages. The recurrent webpage segments are extracted via 

DOM tree segmentation.  Lin and Ho[2] who developed 

Infodiscoverer, based their work on the fact that in web 

documents frequency of template generated contents is more 

than main contents. They used the concept of block entropy 

to filter frequent and redundant DOM blocks. Debnath et al. 

also used redundant blocks concept in ContentExtractor[3] 

along with words and text. It also considers other features 

like images. Yi, Liu and Li[4]adapted Site Style Tree 

approach by focusing more on visual aspects and concludes 

that identically formatted DOM sub-trees are  template 

generated. Reis et al[5] used the top down tree mapping 

algorithm (RTDM) to calculate a tree edit distance between 

two DOM trees. The RTDM tree edit distance is used to find 

clusters of different templates. Gibson et al. [6] used a site-

level template detection algorithm. Cruz et al. [7] describe 

several distance measures based on tag vectors, parametric 

functions or tree edit distances for clustering of web 

documents. Buttler[8] proved tree edit distances to be the 

best but most expensive similarity measures in web page 

clustering. Hence Buttler proposed path shingling approach 

which makes use of the shingling technique suggested by 

Broder et al.[9], Chulyun Kim et al[17] proposed automatic 

template extraction based on heterogeneous web documents. 

They used information theoretic approach and agglomerative 

hierarchical clustering in combination with Extended 

MinHash technique. Since they have used co-matrix that 

does clustering and extraction at same time it has got limited 

scalability. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

System Architecture 
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Fig. 3. System Architecture 

 

The proposed system architecture given in Fig.3 consists of 

following Modules: 

 

 

3.1 Preprocessing Module 

This module converts all the web documents in a directory to 

well-formed web documents suitable for Dom tree 

construction.  

 

3.2 Create DOM Tree Module 

This module creates DOM tree for each webpage using JTidy 

package. Input to this module is well formed web pages and 

output is Dom Tree for each page as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. DOM Tree 

 

3.3 Extract Paths Module 

For each webpage Extract Path Module extracts paths from 

root to elements from the DOM Tree. For above DOM Tree 

Extracted paths are as shown below  

\html\body,\html\body\h1, 

\html\body\h1\World,\html\body\br, \html\body\List 

 

3.4 Convert Duplicate Paths into Unique Paths 

Module 

For each webpage Extract Path Module extract paths from 

root to elements from the DOM Tree. If there exist repetition 

of extracted paths then those are converted to unique paths 

by appending extra numeric information. 

3.5 Create Document Vectors Module 

For each webpage, it removes those paths which occur only 

in one document or in all documents and then obtain the 

dictionary of paths with numeric indexes. By removing 

paths, dimensionality reduction is done. For given set of 

WebPages in Fig. 5, document vectors are given below: 

 

 

Fig. 5. Sample HTML code for set of web Pages 

Doc1-012345678, Doc2-012345910117, Doc3-0123451278, 

Doc4-0123413 

3.6 Find distances between Webpages using 

various distance measures 

In this module documents similarities are calculated using 

various distance measures. The distance matrix is used to 

indicate how similar the documents are. The distance 0 

between two documents in distance matrix indicates the 

documents are identical. 

Following are various distance measures considered 

 

a) Document Similarity using Levenshtein Similarity 

 

The Levenshtein distance between two words is the 

minimum number of single character changes like insertions, 

deletions or substitutions required to convert word in one 

form to the other. We have implemented it using Wagner–

Fischer algorithm which is based on dynamic programming 

design principles. Its space complexity is O (m) and its time 

complexity is O (mn) where m and n are number of 

characters in two words. Here we have calculated distance 

matrix using Levenshtein distance metric. 

 

b) Document Similarity using Cosine Similarity 

 

In this shingling technique is used to convert document 

vectors into shingles of size 2 or 3 each. Dictionary of 

shingles is created and binary document vectors are obtained 

based on presence or absence of shingles in dictionary. 

Shingles set of size two is given for document vectors A and 

B as: 

A-012345678   Shingle set of A={01,12,23,34,45,56,67,78} 

B-0123413        Shingle set of B={01,12,23,34,41,13} 

Vector A-{1111111100} 

Vector B-{1111000011} 
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Cosine similarity of A and B =A.B/|A|.|B| 

For each document vector determine its cosine similarity 

with other document vector. Here we have calculated 

distance matrix using cosine distance metric 

 

c) Document Similarity using Jaccard Similarity 

 

In this, shingling technique is used to convert document 

vectors into shingles of size 2 or 3 each. Dictionary of 

shingles is created and binary document vectors are obtained 

based on presence or absence of shingles in dictionary. 

Shingles set of size two is given for document vectors A and 

B as: 

A-012345678   Shingle set of A= {01,12,23,34,45,56,67,78} 

B-0123413        Shingle set of B= {01,12,23,34,41,13} 

Vector A-{1111111100} 

Vector B-{1111000011} 

 

The Jaccard index measures similarity between finite sample 

sets and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by 

the size of the union of the two documents. The Jaccard 

similarity coefficient is used for comparing 

the similarity and diversity of sample sets. 

 

For each document, vector determines its Jaccard similarity 

with other document vector. Here we have calculated 

distance matrix using Jaccard similarity metric. Cost of 

calculating Jaccard similarity metric is given by O(m+n)  

 

3.7 Applying Agglomerative Hierarchical 

Clustering(AHC) Module 

Once the distance matrix is obtained then AHC technique is 

used to cluster the various web documents based on distance 

matrix. Other Clustering technique that can be used is K-

Median Clustering. We have considered AHC technique to 

cluster web documents because hierarchical clustering 

methods do not require fix number of clusters as a parameter. 

It starts with each document as a single cluster. The clusters 

are iteratively merged until only one cluster is obtained. The 

information about merging of clusters, location of merging is 

represented in the form of a tree structure called as 

dendogram.  

 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm 

Input: Distance Matrix, Approach 

Output: Set of Clusters in the form of Dendogram 

Procedure 
1. Initially each item x1, . . . ,xn is in its own cluster C1, . . . , 

Cn.  

2. Repeat the following process until only one cluster is left:  

3. Merge the nearest clusters, say Ci and C as per given 

approach 

4. Display Dendogram 

There are many ways to decide which clusters are to be 

merged.  

 

a) The single linkage approach 

It merges those two clusters for which the distance between 

two of the web documents from the two clusters is minimum 

over all inter-cluster distances. 

Given Ci, Cj,  x∈Ci,  x’∈Cj. 

d(Ci , Cj ) = minx∈Ci, x’∈Cj d(x, x’ ). 

 

b) The complete linkage approach 

It merges those two clusters for which the distance between 

two of the web documents from the two clusters is maximum 

over all inter-cluster distances. 

Given  Ci , Cj,  x∈Ci,   x’∈Cj. 

d(Ci , Cj ) = maxx∈Ci,x’∈Cj d(x, x’ ). 

 

We have presented single linkage approach only because it 

proved to be effective in our case. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimentation was carried on a set of samples. 40 large 

size web documents were selected from the data set 

consisting of web documents from four different areas, 

namely 1)List of artist from website www.amazon.com site 

2)List of Cars from different car manufacture from website 

www.amazon.com 3) Product information from website 

www.buy.com 4) Category wise list of product description 

from website www.buy.com. All four categories of web 

documents are generated from different templates.  

 

4.1 Running Time Performance 

 

While computing the distance matrices for the 40 large web 

documents, we measured the time needed to calculate the 

distance matrix for an increasing number of documents. The 

graph in figure shows the time in seconds required for 

calculating distance matrices based on the number of 

documents involved and using the different distance 

measures. Based on the graph, we observed that time 

required to calculate cosine distance matrix is less as 

compared to Jaccard Index. The time required to calculate 

distance matrix using Levenshtein distance is exponential to 

the number of documents as shown in Fig. 6.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersection_(set_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_(set_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Similarity_measure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversity_index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_(statistics)
http://www.buy.com/
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Fig. 6.Time required to calculate the distance matrix with the different 

similaity measures,with varing number of documents 
 

4.2 Cluster Quality Evaluation 

There are different Cluster Quality Evaluation measures like 

Internal Cluster Quality evaluation and External Cluster 

Quality evaluation. We have used External Cluster Quality 

Evaluation measure. Following are the measures we have 

used. 

Here we have considered standard classes of 4 clusters 

a)Precision Recall Based Cluster Quality Evaluation 

Here we have considered pair wise approach to calculate 

Precision and Recall. 

 

Precision=TP/(Tp+Fp) 

Recall=Tp/(Tp+Fn) 

 

Tp is pair of documents belonging to same class and also 

belongs to same cluster 

Fp is pair of documents belonging to different class but 

belongs to same cluster 

Tn is pair of documents belonging to different class and also 

belongs to different cluster 

Fn is pair of documents belonging to same class but belongs 

to different cluster 

Ideally both precision and recall should be 1. 

 

b) Purity based Cluster Evaluation 

Purity is calculated per cluster. It is the measure number of 

web pages generated from same template that belongs to 

same cluster. Average purity gives overall purity of 

clustering technique using average of purity of all clusters. 

Given a cluster Cx and n
(i) 

the number of documents in cluster 

x which according to the ground truth actually belong to 

cluster i, the purity is: 

 

P(Cx) =(1/(∑inx
i
) ).Maxi n

i
x 

 

Average purity is expected to be 1. 

The following table shows quality of clusters obtained by 

applying ARC algorithm on distance matrix. This is obtained 

using document Similarity measures like Levenshtein, 

Jaccard Index and Cosine on sample 40 large size web pages 

by considering similarity threshold as 0.7 and this is applied 

to dendogram output. 

From the table it is clear that cosine measure performs better 

than other two measures. 

 
Table 1.Evaluation of clusters obtained with given distance measures and by 

applying AHC with single linkage for given threshold 

 
Distance 

Measure 

Levenshtein Jaccard Cosine 

Threshold 0.7 0.7 0.7 

No. of Clusters 13 11 10 

Avg. Purity 1 1 1 

Precision 1 1 1 

Recall 0.55 0.80 0.89 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

We compared different distance measures by applying ARC 

clustering method for clustering web documents which are 

generated from same template. Levenshtein distance 

measures perform poor along all parameters, while Cosine 

distance measure performs better than Jaccard in terms of run 

time as well as quality of clusters. 

We intend to make our system more scalable and accurate by 

applying it to large number of heterogeneous web documents 

with more accuracy.   
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